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A Financial Theory of the Insurance Finn
Under Uncertainty and Regulatory Constraints*

by Richard D. MacMinn** and Robert C. Witt***

1. An overview

In modern microeconomic theory, the firm is typically viewed as being subject to several
sources of risk in the process of its decision making. Each source of risk is likely to have an
effect on the firm's behavior. The firm must determine whether the risk of entering a market is
acceptable and if so how its other operations must be adjusted in response to a new source of
risk. Most of the existing theory of the firm identifies only one source of risk' (price, demand,
or technological uncertainty, e.g., see [2], [7], [10] and [14]) and shows that the firm makes its
production decision so that expected marginal revenue equals marginal cost plus a marginal
risk premium. The marginal risk premium embodies all the relevant information concerning
the firm's measure of risk aversion and the riskiness of its earnings distribution, and so pro-
vides the means by which the firm may evaluate its position in a risky market.

The purpose of this paper is to construct a simplified financial theory of the risk-averse
insurance firm under uncertainty and then to investigate the behavior of the firm when regula-
tory constraints are imposed. The rationale for the choice of this type of firm is that, unlike
much of the current theory of the firm under uncertainty where only one source of risk is
recognized, the insurer is subject to two independent sources of risk, i.e., the risk associated
with [1] the underwriting return on its portfolio of insurance contracts and [2] the return on its
portfolio of investments.

In earlier related work, Witt [16], [17] and Spellman, Witt and Rentz [15] developed finan-
cial models of the insurer which recognized these two sources of risk, but they implicitly
assumed that the insurer was risk neutral and thus wanted to maximize expected profit or
wealth. They basically equated expected marginal revenue and expected marginal cost to
obtain their solutions because they implicitly assumed that the results of deterministic
microeconomics would be basically the same under their stochastic models. However, this is
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not always the case, as will be shown here when the insurer is risk averse. More recently,
McCabe and Witt [11] developed a financial model of the insurer which also recognized the
stochastic nature of the insurer's underwriting and investment acitivities. They assumed the
insurer maximized expected profits subject to a probability of insolvency constraint. In
essence, they assumed that the insurer was less risk averse than the insurance regulators so
that the insolvency constraint was binding. Then, they determined values for their decision
variables (price, the length of the claim settlement period, and the percentage of assets to be
invested in risky stocks) by maximizing expected profits subject to a constraint on the proba-
bility of insolvency. Again, they equated expected marginal revenues and expected marginal
costs to obtain their results. However, they showed that expected marginal cost had to include
an opportunity cost for the insolvency constraint which produced a solution different from the
one without the constraint because it accounted for the two major sources of risk faced by the
insurer.

The model developed here is based on the assumption that a risk-averse insurer wants to
maximize the expected utility of profits rather than expected profits subject to an insolvency
constraint. The risk-averse individual is concerned with both tails of his payoff distribution
rather than one tail as would be the case if only insolvency is considered. Of course, when
insolvency is introduced the left tail of the payoff distribution has added significance because
the insurer's payoff must be nonnegative, assuming no minimum capital and surplus require-
ments. It is shown that the insurer's utility function captures the insurer's aversion to risk
through the net marginal risk premium, which is explained below and developed in the next
section. This risk premium basically reflects the cost of risk which the insurer recognizes in
pricing its contract.

In the model developed here, the firm's risk premium is shown to be a function of both
the firm's underwriting and investment activities. The firm is shown to select its investment
in risky stocks by proceeding to the point where the expected marginal investment return
equals the marginal risk premium on its investment (see [1] and [12]). Similarly, the firm selects
its level of underwriting activity so that the expected marginal return on underwriting equals
the expected marginal losses on its insurance portfolio plus a marginal risk premium for its
underwriting activity. More importantly, it is shown that given an optimal investment choice,
the firm selects its level of underwriting so that its marginal revenue equals its expected mar-
ginal losses plus a net marginal risk premium (i.e., a weighted difference of the marginal
risk premiums on the firm's investment and underwriting activities). This result shows that
the link between the firm's investment and underwriting activities is the net marginal risk
premium because it is the only term which incorporates both the investment and underwrit-
ing choices.

Three methods for regulating the behavior of the insurance firm are considered. The first
regulation scheme considered places a constraint on the proportion of the firm's underwriting
revenus (policyholder-supplied funds) that may be invested in risky stocks. The motivation
for such an approach could be based on an expectation that it would reduce the firm's proba-
bility of insolvency. However, it is shown that the firm adjust its investment choice so that its
net marginal risk premium remains the same. The result of this adaptive economic behavior is
that the underwriting activity of the insurer is unaltered, as is its probability of insolvency. The
only exception to this conclusion is the case in which the insurer cannot completely adjust its
investment choice due to an upper limit on its investment in risky assets. Therefore, this type
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of regulation will either be ineffective or indirectly affect the insurer's risky asset investment
choice.

The second regulatory scheme considered is price reguation. When the insurer's price is
regulated, it is demonstrated that the riskiness of the insurer's underwriting activity increases
and in response (given some reasonable restrictions on the firm's risk aversion measure and a
zero probability of insolvency) the insurer increases the riskiness of its investment activity by
increasing its investments in risky stocks.

The third regulatory scheme considered involves a direct regulatory constraint on the
firm's investment in risky stocks. The motivation could again be to reduce the riskiness of the
firm. It is shown here that if the firm is contrained to no investment in the stock market and
then the constraint is relaxed, the initial effect is that the firm not only purchases risky stock
but also reduces the price of its insurance contract.

2. Optimal insurer decisions under uncertainty

The model is framed in the context of a monopolistically competitive insurance market
and competitive capital market.2 The firm is assumed to make two decisions. The first deci-
sion involves the number of homogeneous policies to sell, and this decision yields a random
variable, X, which is the insurer's payoff from its underwriting activity. The second decision
involves how to invest insurance-generated funds in a portfolio of investments in the capital
markets. This decision yields a random variable, X,, which is the insurer's payoff from its
unrestricted investment activity. The two decisions are not generally separable because the
funds that the firm invests in the capital markets are obtained from its underwriting operation.
Hence, the firm's pricing policy and its investment activity are intertwined, and they cannot be
separated without making some restrictive assumptions.

It will be assumed that firm has a downward sloping demand function, h, for its insurance
contracts. Letp denote policy price and let a1 denote the number of policies or standard expo-
sure units (SEU) so that p = h(a1).3 By selling policies, the company receives R(a1) =
pa1 = h (a1)a1 dollars. Suppose now that a R may be invested in a portfolio of risky assets and
(1 - a)R must be retained in a highly liquid risk-free form to cover some of the potential losses
on the firm's underwriting portfolio (where 0< a < 1). Assuming that the random losses of
policyholders are incurred and paid at the end of the period, then these restricted underwrit-
ing funds, (1 - a)R dollars, must be carried forward to cover these losses at the riskless return
of Z0 dollars per dollar invested in the safe asset (note that Z0 is defined to be one plus the risk-
free rate of return). Hence, the payoff on this portion of the underwriting funds, X1,, may be
specified as:

X= (1- cx)R Z0 - L

2 for using monopolistic competition as a market model to describe behavior of property
and liability insurers are presented in Witt [16].

Following McCabe and Witt [Ill, the number of policies is defined to be equivalent to the number
of SEU's. However, the insurer is assumed to cover completely homogeneous insureds for convenience
and simplicity.
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where L is the random amount of total losses (or the aggregate pure premium), which is
assumed to include a proportional expense loading for convenience and simplicity.

To characterize the random amount of total losses, L, let Y be a non-negative random
variable denoting the losses (the pure premium) associated with one standard exposure unit.
Let '' be the distribution function of 1', let S1 be the compact support of the distribution, and
let L(a1, Y) denote the random total loss function for a1 standard exposure units (the aggregate
pure premium function). Than the expected total loss, EL, for a1 SEU's is:

EL = > L(a1, y) d'I' (y)

where E() is the expected value operator.

It will also be assumed that the partial derivative of L with respect to a1, denoted as
L1, is positive so that the random amount of total losses increases with the number of policies
written, or SEU's, as would be expected. In addition, we will assume that the partial derivative
of L1 with respect toy, denoted by L12, is positive. L12 positive yields Leland's "Principle of
Increasing uncertainty" (i.e., PIU, see [8]), which says that the riskiness of the underwriting
distribution increases with the number of policies written. Equivalently, the PIU implies that
after correcting for the change in the mean of the underwriting distribution, due to a change in
the number of policies written, the new distribution will have more weight in its tails.4

Next consider the insurer's random payoff from its unrestricted investment activity. Let
Z0 and Z1 denote the return per dollar invested in the risk-free and risky assets, respectively,
where Z1 is one plus the risky rate of return. If the firm invests a proportion (1 - a2) and
a2 in the risk-free and risky assets, respectively, then the investment payoff on the unrestricted
underwriting revenues, crR, is

24 = [(1 - a2)Z0 + a2Z1] a!?

= [Z0 + a2(Z1 - Z0)] aR

= (Z0 + a2Z) aR

where Z Z1 - Z0 is the net rate of return on the risky asset, and cR is the maximum amount of
underwriting revenue or policyholder supplied funds that can be invested in risky assets. Let
t be the distribution function for Z and let

2
be the support of the distribution. Then the

expected excess return on the risky asset is

EZ=c() zd(z).

This is in the Rothschild-Stiglitz, [131, sense and so, after correcting for the change in the mean of
the underwriting distribution, the new distribution is riskier, or equivalently, is a mean preserving spread
of the original distribution. For a proof of this assertion see proposition two in [101.
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Finally, the insurer's total income from its investment and underwriting activities is

x = x + x1

=(1-c)RZ0-L+aRZ0+a2csRZ
= R Z0 - L + a2 aR Z.

If U and I are defined as U= RZ0 - Land! = a2 oR Z, then U could be viewed as an inte-
rest-adjusted measure of underwriting income, and! would be the net investment income on
policyholder supplied funds in excess of the risk-free return. In practice, statutory accounting
principles define underwriting income as R - L, which means the time value of policyholder
supplied funds is ignored in this insurance accounting definition. In contrast, the economic
definition of underwriting income, U, used here recognizes the time value of these funds and
is therefore larger than the accounting value that would be reported in practice. These special
economic definitions will be used later in the paper rather than statutory accounting defini-
tions.

Having specified the insurer's payoff X= U + I, we need to consider the insurer's proba-
bility of solvency. We assume that the random variables V and Z are independent so that Land
Z are independent. Of course, it also follows that U and! are independent. One or both of the
random variables U and! and may take on negative values and so the realized payoff may be
x < 0 in which case the firm is insolvent.5 Let S(a) denote the solvency set. Then
S(a) { (y, z) I U + 0 1 For fixed a (a1, a2) the following equation implicitly defines the
pairs (y, z) on the boundary of S(a):

R(a1)Z0 - L(a1, y) + a2 aR(a1)z= 0.

Let T(y, a) be defined by the LHS of the above equation. Note that T1 <0 and so by the Impli-
cit function Theorem there exists a function t: 12 -. R such that T(t(z, a), z, a) = 0 and
t1(z, a) = - T2/T1. It may be noted that t1> 0, since 7;> 0. Also note that z must be greater than
or equal to -ZQ/a2cx if a2> 0. Now the solvency set S(a) may be specified as { (y, z) I -Z0/a2c
andys t(Z a) . For the case in withL (a1,y) a1y we obtain t( a) = [R (a1)Z0 + a2ciR (a1)z]1a1
= h(a1)Z0 + a2ah(a1)z. In this case we may note that t(O, a)= h(a1)Z0 and t1 = a2ah(a1). The
solvency set for the case L(a1, y) = a1y is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The solvency set
y ha1)Z0 a2c.h(a1) z

- Z0/a2c'c

For simplicity, we are assuming no minimum capital or surplus requirement. We could set some
minimum such as k dollars; then x <- k would yield insolvency. The introduction of a positive constant k
would not affect the character of our results.
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The probability of solvency is P(X 0) where

P(X 0) = P(U + 0)

= dv' (y) d't' (z)

= v' (t(z, a) dt(z),

where s(a) = - Z 0/a2a. As one should expect and as this expression shows, the probability of
solvency (or insolvency) depends on both the firm's underwriting and investment policies.
Now consider how the probability of solvency changes as the firm changes the number of
insurance policies it supplies to the market. The change in the solvency set is shown in Figure
2. This figure makes it apparent that the probability of solvency eventually decreases as the
number of policies increases.6 This may be seen by noting that if the number of policies sold
increases from a1° to a11, as shown in Figure 2, then the size of the solvency set decreases. Dif-
ferentiating the probability of solvency partially with respect to a1 yields

Figure 2

a/aal(()) v'(t(z, a) dt'(z)) =

'I'' h' [Z0 + a2cxz] dI(z) < 0

since v'> 0, h' < 0, and z Z0/a2cx yields Z0 + a2cx z 0. Therefore the probability of sol-
vency decreases, or equivalently, the probability of insolvency increases in a1 once the sol-
vency set is a subset of the support of the joint distribution, i.e., S(a) ( S1 x S2 C S1 x S2.

Next, consider how a change in the firm's investment policy affects the probability of sol-
vency. Differentiating the probability of solvency partially with respect to a2 yields

a/aa2((S() 'I'(t(z, a) d1(z)) =

- v'(0) Z01(a2)2a + (a)o) 'P'h cxzd'1(z) =

h '1'' (t(z, a)) z d'(z)

6J should be noted that the Principle oflncreasingUncertainty provides this result, i.e., as the num-
ber of policies increases, the loss distribution gains more weight in its tails and so the probability ofinsol-
vency increases, or equivalently, the probability of solvency decreases.



Notice that if a2 = 0 then this partial derivative is simply I' '(h(a,)Z0) EZ and this terms is
positive if and only if the expected rate of return on the risky asset is greater than the rate of
return on the riskless asset, i.e., EZ > 0. Therefore the probability of solvency initially
increases with a2. The change in the solvency set is shown in Figure 3. As one can observe, it is
not apparent that the probability of solvency increases with a2 for all values of a2. As a2
increases from a2° to a2' the boundary line of the solvency set pivots about the intercept, as
shown in Figure 3. There are special cases in which it is apparent that the probability of sol-
vency increases for all a2. Note that if & '(y) is a uniform density then the

Figure 3

probability of solvency increases. Of course, the more likely case is the one in which 'P '(y) is
eventually decreasing and so we expect the probability of solvency to eventually decrease with
a2.

Now consider the objective of the insurance firm. If the firm is insolvent then its payoff is
zero while if the firm is solvent its payoff is X = U + I. Hence, the firm's payoff is max
0, X } and the firm selects an underwriting and investment policy a = (a,, a2) to maximize its

expected utility. Let the insurer's expected utility function be F(a,, a2) where

F(a,, a2) = Eu(max{O, X }) = u(max0, X }) dI'(y) d1(z)

where u denotes the insurer's increasing concave utility function; for simplicity, we will also
assume that u(0) = 0. Equivalently, letting S(a) denote the solvency set, the expected utility
may be expressed as

F(a,, a2) = S() u(X) dY.' (y) d'P(z) =
) t(, u(X) dII' (y) d't'(z).

In order to determine the first order conditions we use Leibniz's rule as follows:

ä a, t(, u(X) dV' (y) d(z)) =

a t(z, a)/ô a, u(0) 'I'' (0) d(z) +

1(0, t(z, ))U (X) [R' Z0 - L, + a2coR' z] dY' (y) d't'(z)
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The first expression on the RHS of the above equation is zero since X evaluated at t(z, a) is
zero and u(0) = 0. Therefore the first order condition for a1 is

F1(a1, a2) = u' (X) ER' Z0 - L1 + a2aR' z] dP d1 = 0.

The same method is applied to determine 1 and we find that the first order condition for
a2 is

F2(a1, a2) = ) t(z, u' (I) a R z dII' d1 = 0.

Using (2), note that (1) may be reduced to

00) t(z, u' (X) ER' Z0 - L1] d'P dct' = 0.

Alternatively, this condition may be expressed as

R' = (o(o), ,o) t(, u' (X) L1 d'I' d1 /ZØ(,(0)
) t(z, u' (X) d'J' dcb

where the LHS is the marginal revenue and the RHS is the present value of the marginal cash
equivalent of the loss. Yet another representation which is useful is

R' = (lIZ0) [EILI i"' +

where is the net marginal risk premium and is defined as

= Cov{(u' (X), L1) 0}/Eu'(X) 0)

This results shows that the insurance firm will select its underwriting and investment levels so
that its marginal underwriting revenus, R', equals the present value of its expected marginal
losses, given solvency, plus a net marginal risk premium, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4
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To see whys, the second term on the RHS of(3), may be interpreted as a net marginal risk
premium, let ir denote the risk premium. Recall that ir is implicitly defined by the relation
u( Ema4O, X } - ir ) = Eu (ma4o, X }) and it is a function of both decision variables a1 and a2.
The first order conditions in (1) and (2) may also be derived by taking partial derivatives of
u(Emax{0, x} - ir) with respects to a1 and a2 and then the derivatives may be equivalently
expressed as

(s(a),a)S(O,i(z.a)) [R'Z0 -L1 + a2 aR' z] d'P dt'= ir1

and

S(s(a), a) t(z, a)) aR z] d'I' dt= 2

where and 2 are the marginal risk premiums, i.e., is the rate of change of ir with respect to
a1,j = 1, 2. From (1) and (2), it follows that

= .- Coy (u' (X), (R' Z0 - L1 + a2 a R' Z) X O)P(X 0)/Eu' (X I 0)

= [Cov(u' (X). L1 I 0)P(X 0)/Eu' (I I 0)]

-a2aR' [cov(u'(x),zIxo)P(xo)/Eu'(xIxo)]
and

= - a R Cov(u'(X),ZIXO)P(XO)/Eu'(XIXO)

Therefore, using (5), condition (4) may be rewritten as R' = (lIZ0) [E(L1 1 0) + ]; note
that this is how it is expressed in (3). Therefore, it can be seen that= [irk - a2 (R' IR) ir2]/
P(X 0) and this explains why this term in equation (3) is referred to as a net marginal risk
premium.

It should also be observed that the net marginal risk premium, , is positive. Recall that
by definition = Cov(u' (I), L1 IX 0)/Eu' (X 0) and so this net marginal risk premium is
positive if and only if the conditional covariance term is positive. Of course, this is clearly the
case. To see this note that L1 and V are positively related by the PIU, V and Z are independent
and so L1 and I are also independent, and V and U are negatively related. Therefore, given risk
aversion (i.e., u" < 0), it follows that u' (X) and L1 are positively related, or equivalently, that
the covariance is positive. It may also be observed at this point that the risk-averse firm will
sell fewer insurance contracts and charge a higher price than the risk-neutral firm because

>0.
Several observations can be made at this point. First, it may be noted that if a2 = 0 then all

underwriting revenue is invested in the safe asset. Hence, the condition for selecting the num-
ber policies to write, or equivalently the policy price, is like condition (3), with the provision
that the firm's payoff is R Z0 - L. The firm will select a positive a2 ifF2(a1, 0)> 0. In this case
t1(z, a) = 0 and we may simply let t be the real number such that R(a1)Z0 - L(a1, t) = 0.

F2(a1, 0) = aR u'(RZ0 - L) z d'I' dc1

=cxRE u'(RZ0-L)jY t }P(Yt)EZ
>0,

if and only if EZ > 0.
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Second, there is one special case of the model involving constant absolute risk aversion
that should be noted because, if the probability of insolvency is zero then it allows the firm to
separate its underwriting and investment policies. Let = -(u" lu') denote the firm's mea-
sure of absolute risk aversion. If this measure of absolute risk aversion is a constant, then the
underwriting policy of the firm does not depend on its investment policy. In this case, the util-
ity function takes the exponential form u(X) = 1 - e"' (i.e., this form is used to be consistent
with our assumption u(0) = 0), so that ,,(X) = r for all possible values oftotal income,X, on the
support of the distribution. The separation property may be seen by noting that the insurer's
net marginal risk premium is unaffected by its choice of a2.To see this, let U= R Z0 - Land X=
U + 1, where I = a2cx R Z.If a2> 0, then the net marginal risk premium can be specified as
follows:

Cov( u' (X), L1 )IEu' (K) =

u' (U-t-I)[L1 - EL1] d d,L1 /(Q
. u' (U+I) d d'I' =

r e(-'[L1 - EL1] dc d'P "(O, )
r e'"' dcb d'I' =

)

e U[L - ELI d'I' /(5
)
e' =

Cov( u'(U), L1)IEu'(LJ).

Hence, it can be seen that the marginal risk premium in (3) is unaffected by the firm's choice of
a2, and, therefore, separation of underwriting and investment policies holds given constant
absolute risk aversion and a zero probability of insolvency.7 Note that the constant absolute
risk case includes risk neutrality as a special case, i.e., let r= 0 and note that the equality above
is trivially true. Therefore, if the insurer is risk neutral, the separation result holds. This might
be the case for a publicly-held insurer with many stockholders who hold diversified invest-
ment portfolios. Management might merely want to maximize expected profit in this case.8

3. Regulation of insurer behavior

In this section, several possible ways to regulate the behavior of the insurance firm are
considered. The regulation schemes include (1) constraining the proportion of the firm's
underwriting revenue or policyholder-supplied funds that may be invested in the stock mar-

Freifelder [6] has developed a theoretical insurance ratemaking model based on an assumption of
constant absolute risk aversion.

8 A similar argument might be made for a large mutual insurance company where the policiholders
and "shareholders" (owners) are the same individuals. Of course, if policyholders in a mutual company
do not hold well diversified investment portfolios, this argument would not hold. Some empirical
research on investment portfolios of mutual policyholders might offer some interesting insights. The
objective of a mutual insurance company is not entirely clear, but is frequently alleged to be the minimi-
zation of the cost of insurance. However, it should be emphasized that the notion of cost minimization
does not completely specify the insurer's objective function. For example, the expected-profit maximiz-
ing firm will minimize cost at the output level selected. Alternatively, the firm could minimize cost sub-
ject to satisfying demand. Hence, it can be seen that cost minimization partially characterizes both objec-
tives, but the two objectives generally lead to different output decisions.
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ket, (2) directly regulating the price of the insurer's policy, and (3) regulating the proportion of
the insurer's total investments that may be put at risk in the stock market. In each case, the
effect of government regulation on the insurer's optimal underwriting and investment policy
will be assessed.

3.1. Investment regulation of policyholder supplied funds

First, suppose that the government regulates the proportion of the insurer's underwriting
revenue or policyholder supplied funds that may be invested in the stock market. In this
scheme, a is treated as the government's policy parameter. Recall that the random amount for
restricted income has been defined as:

X1 = (1 - a) R Z0 - L

where L is the random total loss, which is paid at the end of the policy period and is an increas-
ing function of the number of SEU's or policies written. It follows that any decrease in
a will increase the firm's restricted underwriting income, which is invested in riskless assets,
and decrease the probability of a loss on this portion of underwriting revenue; i.e., the
P(X < 0) will decrease as a increases. Alternatively, a could be regulated so that
EX = (1 - a) R Z0 - EL = 0. Of course, if a is regulated, the total revenue of the firm must be
considered. Recall that X=X +X, = U + I, where U= RZ0 - Land 1= a2a RZ. Initially, it might
seem that regulating a may alter the mean and riskiness of the insurer's gains or losses on its
stock market investment. However, the insurer can compensate for any changes in a by chang-
ing its investment policy by varying a2. In fact, it can be shown that it is optimal for the insurer
to compensate for any change in a by changing its investment in the stock market so that
a2a = k, where k is a constant. To see this simply recall that in first order condition (2) yields

U (X) z d'/ d'I' = 0

for a R positive. Since the firm's payoff is X = R Z0 - L + a2a R Z, by selecting an optimal
a2 the firm is selecting a preferred payoff distribution and so when a changes the firm may
maintain that preferred payoff distribution by selecting another a2 so that a2a is unchanged.
The only exception to this result is the case in which a becomes so small that the upper bound
on a2, i.e., a2 1, cannot be satisfied. However, the a which makes this constraint binding sim-
ply provides an indirect means of regulating the risky investment decision of the firm. Direct
regulation of a2 is considered subsequently. Note that when the constraint a2 1 is not binding
it also follows that the insurer will not change its price or the number of policies it sells
because the riskiness of its payoff distribution is unaltered. Equivalently, when the firm
changes a2 in response to a change in a, so that a2a = k, the distribution of X remains the same
and so the net marginal risk premium remains the same. Therefore it must follow that the
optimal number of policies remains the same. It may be equivalently observed that the sol-
vency set remains unchanged. Therefore, in all but the exceptional case where a2 < 1 is
binding, there is no economic justification for this type of regulation.
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3.2. Price regulation

Price regulation can now be examined. Suppose the price of the policy is regulated at
p' so that the regulated revenue function for the insurer is

R'(a1) = p' a1, for a1 a'1,

and R'(a1) =R(a1) otherwise. Then marginal revenue isp'for a1 a'1 andR' otherwise, as
shown in Figure 5. Recall that marginal underwriting revenue can be defined as R' =
h [1 - 1/8], where

8 = - (da1/a1)/(dp/p) = - h/h' a1

is the elasticity of demand. Therefore R' is positive or negative as 8 is greater or less than one.

To determine the effect ofprice regulation on the insurer's investment policy, assume that
the insurer finds a'1 optimal givenp'. Then for a sufficiently small change inp', the insurer will
select an optimal a2 so that

Figure 5

where

14

) t(, u' (X') cR' z d'P d1 = 0

X' = X' + X'1 = R' Z0 - L + a2cxR' Z = U' + I'.



Let the function G be defined by

G(a'1, a2) = 1(() co) Ia t(z u' (Xr) aR z d'I' dt'.

Since G2 < 0, it follows that there exists a function g such that G(ar1, g(ar1)) = 0 and
= -G1/G2. Note that g' is greater or less than zero as G1 is greater or less than zero.

G1(ar1, a2) = a R r' I(s(o), co) 1(0, t(z, r u' (Xr) z d"I' d'1'

+ a R rR r' co) 1(0, r(o, o') '' (Xr) z [Z0 + a2a z] d"P d1

= a R 'R r' z0 1(c(o), co) 1(0. 0(0, r u" (Xr) z d'J' dc/

+ a2a R r R r' I((o), cc) 1(0, t(r rp u" (X') z2 d'P d1

and

G2(a'1, a2) = I(s(o), cc) 1(0, t(z, r ii'' (Xr) (aR r)2 z2 d'I' dct < 0.

Hence

(6) g' (ar1) = - a2R r'IRr R Zo I()). cc) 1(0. 1)0, Or)) U" (Xr) z d'P d't
a R I(0,.)

)
(0J Or)) u" (Xr) z2 d'I' d1

Notice that the sign of g' depends on the sign of the numerator in the second term on the RHS
of(6), which may be difficult to determine. However, for the special case of constant absolute
risk aversion, i.e., ,(X) = r, for all x, one obtains

cc) 1(0, l(z, Or)) u" (X') z d'I' d'1 = -r I((o) cc) 1(0, 1(0, Or)) U' (X') z d'I' d'I = 0.

Hence, in this case g' = - da2/dar1 = - a2R r'/R r Therefore, if the regulated price is reduced
(i.e., a'1 is increased) but still on the relatively elastic section of the demand curve, the optimal
holding of the risky asset is reduced. Since dR r = R r' dar1, if follows that da2/a2 = dROIRr. Recall
that the dollar investment in the risky asset is a2a R r; in this case, it follows that the dollar
investment level will remain unchanged and as a result the mean and riskiness of the insurer's
gain or loss on its stock market investment also remains unchanged. This result holds despite
a positive probability of solvency.

A more general result is also possible. Since the work ofKihlstrom, Romer, and Williams,
comparative static results have become relatively easy to obtain. Of course, in this case it
requires the probability of insolvency to be zero. Then it is possible to show that the firm will
increase its dollar investment in the risky asset. Consider the case in which the random
variables Y and Z have compact supports. The the following analysis holds if the solvency set
contains the cartesian product of the supports of Y and Z, i.e., the probability of solvency is
zero, as shown in Figure 6; the darkly shaded rectangle represents the cartesian product of the
supports and the lightly shaded area is the solvency set. Now, it is possible to obtain a more
general result by using the risk aversion measure introduced by Kihlstrom, Romer, and
Williams [7]. Define the function v as
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Figure 6

v(Ir) = u(U' + F) d'J'

Then let

i;(I) = - v" (I)Iv' (I)

be the measure of absolute risk aversion for the function v. It may be shown that if r(X) is a
decreasing function, then r(I) is a decreasing function. This fact may be used to sign the
integral

u"(U' + V ) zd'/' dt' = v"(I') zd'P

in (6). Given decreasing absolute risk aversion, it follows that

r.(I) = - v" (I)/v' (I) > ,(0), for z < 0

and

r(I) = - v" (I)/v' (I) < ,(0), for z> 0.

Thus, v"(I) - r(0) v'(I) z

for all z and it follows that

(7) v"(V) zd > - r(0) v'(I') zdt = 0.



Using this result in conjunction with (6), we may observe that decreasing absolute risk aver-
sion yields

da2IdR'> - a2IR',

or equivalently,

da2/a2 + dR'YR'> 0.

Hence, the percentage change in the firm's holding of risky stock is positive. This may be seen
by recalling that the firm's dollar position in stock is a2a R', and so the percentage change is

d ln(a2aR') = (da2/a2) + (data) + (dR7R').

Unlike the constant absolute risk aversion case, the insurer will increase both the mean and
the riskiness ofI'. The increase in the firm's position in the stock market is not necessarily due
to a percentage increase in the proportional stock holding, a2, but rather to an increase in reve-
nue, R'. This change in the firm's investment policy is reasonable, especially when it is noted
that the effect of the price regulation on the firm's underwriting activity is an increase in the
underwriting income. Then due to decreasing risk aversion, the insurer is willing to accept
more risk in its investment activities. Hence, in response to the price reduction from regula-
tion, the insurer with decreasing absolute risk aversion increases the riskiness of I' as the ris-
kiness of U' increases, which seems to conflict with conventional wisdom in the insurance
literature. However, a zero probability of insolvency is a strong, if not heroic, assumption not
made in the insurance literature.

3.3. Direct stock investment regulation

Next, consider a regulatory scheme in which the firm's stock market investment is regu-
lated directly, i.e., a2 < a'2. If this constraint is binding for the firm, then

F2(a1, a'2) = (a'), ) t(z, U' (X) a R z d'l' d > 0,

where s(a') = - Z 01a'2a, and the firm selects a'2. Then the relation between a1 and a'2 may be
determined using the first order condition

) )J t(a, u' (X) R ' Z0 - L1 + a'2a R' 2j d'l' dk = 0.

Let K(a1, a'2) be defined by the LHS of(8). Since K1 <0, it follows that there exists a function k
such that K(k(a'2), a'2) = 0 and k' = - K2/K. Note that k' is positive or negative as K2 is posi-
tive or negative.

K2(a1, a'2) = t(z a)) u' (X) aR' z dY' d'I

+ (s(a') ) t(, a)) u'' (X) aRz (R' Z0 - L1 + a'2a R' z) d'I' d't'

Recall that the first integral on the RHS of(9) is positive. The sign of the second integral on the
RHS of (9) is more of a problem. However, it is possible to sign K2(a1, 0).
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K2(a1, 0) = !LZ Eu'(U)
I

h(a1)Z0 } PY h(a1)Z0]

+ cxR !Z 1(0, h(1) Z0) u" (U) [R' Z0 - L1] d'P.

Then if the firm's measure of absolute risk aversion, r(x) is nonincreasing, it follows that

(O,h(1)Z0) u"(U) [R'Z0 - L1J d'I' 0.

Recall that the firm operates on the relatively elastic section of its demand curve, i.e.,
R' is positive, and the firm invests in the risky asset if and only if is positive. Therefore,
given nonincreasing absolute risk aversion, k' (0)> 0, or equivalently, if the firm is initially
constrained to make no stock purchases and then the constraint is relaxed, the firm will not
only purchase risky stock, but will also decrease its price and increase the number of policies it
writes. This result also follows from the observation that the probability of solvency initially
increases with a2, which means the increased probability of solvency increases the firm's
expected payoff and allows it to optimally take on more risk.

4. Summary

A simplified financial model of the insurer under uncertainty was developed and used to
examine its behavior under three regulatory constraints. The insurer is subject to two inde-
pendent sources of risk: (1) the underwriting return on its insurance contracts and (2) the
return on its investment portfolio.

It was shown that the insurer's risk premium is a function of both the insurer's underwrit-
ing and investment activities. The insurer was shown to select its investment in risky stock by
equating the expected marginal return and the marginal risk premium on its investment port-
folio. In similar fashion, the insurer was shown to select its level of underwriting activity so
that the expected marginal return on underwriting equaled the expected marginal losses on its
insurance portfolio plus a marginal risk premium for its underwriting activities. For a given
optimal investment portfolio, the insurer was shown to select its level of underwriting such
that its marginal revenue equaled its expected marginal losses plus a net marginal risk prem-
ium. The net marginal risk premium was shown to be a weighted difference between the mar-
ginal risk premiums on the firm's underwriting and investment activities. This result demons-
trated the relationship between the insurer's pricing and investment policy. That is, the link
between the insurer's investment and underwriting activities was shown to be the net margi-
nal risk premium because it was the only factor which incorporated the investment choice in
the model. If the probability of insolvency was zero and the insurer's utility function exhibited
constant absolute risk aversion, it was shown that there was no relationship between the
firm's investment and underwriting activities, i.e., underwriting and investment activities are
separable.

After the model was developed, three regulatory schemes were examined in order to
determine their impact on the behavior of the insurance firm. The first regulatory method
examined involved the imposition of a constraint on the percentage of the insurer's under-
writing revenue or policyholder-supplied funds that could be invested in risky stocks.
Although one might expect the insurer's probability of insolvency to be reduced by such
a regulation, it was shown that the insurer adjusted its investment choice so that its net



marginal risk premium and its probability of insolvency remained the same. Thus, in all but
one exceptional case, this type of regulation is not effective because the underwriting activity
of the insurer is not altered.

Second, the effect of price regulation on the insurer was assessed. Here it was noted that
the riskiness of the insurer's underwriting activity increased when its price was regulated.
However, unlike what one might expect, it was shown that the insurer does not select a new
investment policy characterized by less risk.

Finally, the impact of a direct regulatory constraint on the insurer's investment in risky
stocks was examined. If the insurer is initially constrained to no investment in the stock mar-
ket and then the constraint is relaxed, it was shown that the insurer not only purchase risky
stock but also reduces the price of its insurance contracts.
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